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Aim of the presentation

Ø Analysis & classification of the meaning relations between near-
synonyms of Anglo-Saxon and Latinate origin in present-day English 
(synchronic approach):

e.g. speed/velocity, sweat/perspire, shy/timid, before/prior, etc. 

q Do they differ only in terms of style, register and connotation?

q To what extent does the semantics of Latinate borrowings overlap 
with/differ from that of the pre-existing Germanic word-stock?

Ø Initial proposal of metadata that may be used to better represent 
differences between near-synonyms in dictionaries.



Why Latinate near-synonyms?

Ø Latinate lexical component of English is the most significant 
(Minkova & Stockwell 2006).

Ø EFL learners often struggle with near-synonymous words 
(Chamizo-Domínguez 2008), e.g., hug or embrace, brave or 
courageous? 

q Tendency of Italian EFL learners to overuse Latinate words 
because they are similar in form to their Italian counterparts 
(velocità, abbracciare, coraggioso/a).

Ø Monolingual, bilingual and learners’ 
dictionaries/thesauri do not clearly distinguish between 
etymologically unrelated near-synonyms.



Some examples

They hugged and promised to keep in touch.
She hugged her son warmly.
He rose from his chair and hugged her warmly.



Some examples

*to hug democracy/feminism/Islam.
*It is unlikely that such countries will hug capitalist ideas.

*The talks hugged a wide range of issues.
*The word ‘mankind’ hugs men, women and children.
*…a consensus all hugging sectors of the financial community.



Some examples



Some examples

They embraced each other.
She embraced him tightly
He embraced Anna to him.
They put their arms around each other and embraced.



Some examples

…embracing her knees.
…embraced it to his chest.

?…embraces the coast...
?…embracing the perimeter fence.

figure-embracing jeans.



Some examples
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In fact…



In fact…



In fact…



Some other examples
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Room for lexicographic improvement

1. Further investigate and then classify the meaning relations 
between near-synonymous Anglo-Saxon and Latinate words.

2. Alongside traditional pragmatic labels, other metadata (i.e. 
tags, notes, cross-references) re semantic differences should 
be included in (digital) dictionaries to further assist users 
(learners, teachers, etc.) to better distinguish between 
related words of different origin.



On synonymy

Ø Three main research orientations:

v Semanticists (Kempson 1977; Werner et al. 1980; Palmer 1981; Leech 
1981; Jackson 1988; Burnley 1992; Church et al. 1994; Lyons 1995; 
Edmonds 1999; Geeraerts 2010; Durkin 2014, 2020; among others) 
investigate variation at the level of denotation, both diachronically and 
synchronically, and from different perspectives.

v Pragmaticians (Hanks 2010, 2013; Murphy 2003 & references therein) 
“what actually counts as synonymous is constrained by the demands of 
communicative language use and the context in which this language use 
occurs” (Murphy 2003: 168).

v Cognitive linguists (Cruse 1986, 2000; Cuyckens, Dirven & Taylor 2003; 
Croft & Cruse 2004; Geeraerts 2006; among others): a classification of 
synonymy cannot cover all the possible context-sensitive properties, but
“construability is not infinitely flexible” Croft & Cruse 2004: 144).



On synonymy

Ø Absolute synonyms are extremely rare, because they need to 
satisfy the following three conditions (Lyons 1995: 61):

i) all their meanings [must be] identical;

ii) they [must be] synonymous in all contexts;

iii) they [must be] semantically equivalent […] on all dimensions of 
meaning, descriptive and non-descriptive.

Ø Synonymous words are not semantically equivalent in all 
contexts or at all levels (à partial synonyms).



Type of variation Example

Abstract dimension seep:drip

Emphasis enemy:foe

Denotational, indirect error:mistake

Denotational, fuzzy wood:forest

Stylistic, formality pissed:drunk:inebriated

Stylistic, force ruin:annihilate

Expressed attitude skinny:thin:slim:slender

Emotive daddy:dad:father

Collocational task:job

Selectional pass away:die

Subcategorization give:donate

On synonymy

Ø Main types of variation characterizing pairs and triplets of near-
synonymous words (Edmonds & Hirst 2002: 109)
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My approach & analysis

Ø Synonymy is a conceptual relation regulated by distinct, but 
interacting meaning-making processes.

Ø Nine main types of processes or relations:

Type of relation Tag
Generic-specific GEN>SPE
Specific-generic SPE>GEN
Literal-figurative (metaphor) LIT>FIG (MTP)
Literal-figurative (metonymy) LIT>FIG (MTN)
Figurative-literal FIG> LIT
Focus shift FOC
Implicature shift IMP
Cause-effect CAU-EFF
Iconicity ICO



Data & method of analysis

Ø Data: 165 pairs of Anglo-Saxon and Latinate ‘equivalents’ in English 
selected from the California State University Northridge website 
and Wikipedia:

https://www.csun.edu/science/ref/language/german-latin-english.html 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Germanic_and_Latinate_equivalen
ts_in_English 

Ø Analysis: comparison of lexical entries in the OED à substitutability 
and interchangeability test (ad hoc searches via English-Corpora.org 
and Google Books).



Data



Data



Abbreviations

AS orig Anglo-Saxon originorigine anglosassone



Abbreviations

Lt orig Latinate originorigine latina



Tags & labels

Type of relation Tag
Generic-specific GEN>SPE
Specific-generic SPE>GEN
Literal-figurative (metaphor) LIT>FIG (MTP)
Literal-figurative (metonymy) LIT>FIG (MTN)
Figurative-literal FIG> LIT
Focus shift FOC
Implicature shift IMP
Cause-effect CAU-EFF
Iconicity ICO

SIZE

DEGREE

OPPOSITION

MERONOMY

…



Tags & usage notes

STYLE sometimes literary/poetic
SYNONYM island (GEN)

island (AS orig) is 
generic



Tags & usage notes

an isle (Lt orig) is 
specific (a type 

of ~, usu smaller)

STYLE neutral
SYNONYM isle (SPE) SIZE



Tags & usage notes

STYLE formal
SYNONYM sell (GEN)

sell (AS orig) is 
generic



Tags & usage notes

vend (Lt orig) is more 
specific, i.e. ‘selling 

esp as a peddler or via 
a machine’STYLE neutral

SYNONYM vend (SPE)



Some conclusions
v The differences between Anglo-Saxon and Latinate near-synonyms result also 

from semantic constraints and/or expectancies.

v This initial taxonomy is not exhaustive. There may be other types of unidentified 
meaning relations.

v Need to examine a wider data set and determine quantitatively the frequencies 
of the various types of relations. This may be a difficult task à cases of word 
pairs whose relation can be described in terms of more than one of the categories 
described here (e.g. work vs labour):

q Difference of implicature (labour suggests intense, difficult, painful, alienated or even 
exploited physical or mental exertion);

q General-specific relation (labour is more specific in terms of degree of intensity 
associated with the basic concept of ‘working’);

q Cause-effect relation: labour is ‘work considered as […] necessary […] for the 
execution of a particular task’. (OED)/Division of labour leads to the monotonicity of 
work (Google Books).



Some conclusions

v Expand the analysis to word triplets (why just doublets?), e.g. ban, 
forbid vs prohibit, and carefully observe the collocational behaviour 
of the various lexical items.

v Further develop and systematize an easily applicable coding system 
of meaning relations usable for lexicographic purposes.

v Propose the coding system to dictionary editors! 
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